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New Client Intake Form 

Please fill out completely. 

Name:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date of birth: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Phone:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Email:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Male / Female:                                         M           F 

Is this your first time being hypnotised?                                                   Y     N 

How was your previous Experience if answered No? 

Have you ever suffered from depression or any personality disorders?                      Y             N 

 

What is your present issue(s) or behaviour(s) for seeking hypnotherapy? 

 

What other kind of therapies have you tried? Please Explain…. 

 

What other issues, either linked or not linked, to the presenting issue do you need help with? 

 

Describe in as much detail as you can to how would you life improve if you got rid off/fixed the 

issue/behaviour you are concerned about? 

 

 

 



Disclosure Statement 

FEES AND PAYMENTS 

The typical charge for general Hypnotherapy is $95 per hour, unless I’m running a special, a prepaid package deal or a group discount. 

Payment is due before each session.  

CANCELLATIONS 

Since I have reserved an appointment time for you, it is my policy to charge $50 for cancelations received less than 48 hours notice unless 

we can reschedule that appointment within the same week. Any cancelations that occur within 24 hours of scheduled appointment will be 

subject to full price retained by Pure Hypnotherapy.  

REPORTS AND PHONE CALLS 

There is no charge for email correspondence and brief calls. Calls lasting longer than 20 min, may be charged and billed to the client on a 

prorated basis for $1.50 Per Minute. Reports requested by insurance companies and physicians will not be released with ought your 

permission.  

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Matters regarding your sessions will be kept confidential except in following circumstances.  

* You grant me permission to release information to a specific individual or agency. 

* You are an imminent danger to self or others 

* Information demanded by LAW (Police, Court ….. ) 

RELEASE STATEMENT 

I, the undersigned, understand all questions and verify that all information is complete and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge. I also understand that the hypnotic methods used by Hypnotist(s) of Pure Hypnotherapy are not a substitute 

for medical or psychiatric treatment. I understand these methods to be a conditioning process, whereby an individual is 

taught to use their own abilities for their benefit and wellbeing. With this understanding I hereby grant the Hypnotist(s) of 

Pure Hypnotherapy permission to hypnotize me. I (we) further grant permission for the sessions to be recorded/taped as 

needed.  

I understand that during the hypnotherapy session, hypnotist may touch me as an anchoring technique. I hereby give my 

permission for such touch to take place during my session. 

I know my progress is dependent upon my efforts and that there are no guarantees as to the result or progress to be made. 

I understand the success of the treatment will be in direct proportion to my own commitment to the end result. 

I (we) agree to pay for the services rendered to the above – names client as the charge is incurred.  

By signing this document, I am confirming that all information is true and to the best of my knowledge and I agree to all 

the terms listed above. 

By signing bellow, I give Igor Prstojevic (Pure Hypnotherapy) permission to contact my doctor(s) and/or therapist(s), in 

relation to progress of hypnotherapy service. 

 

 

Clients Name    ……………………………………………………………………………… 

Clients Signature ……………………………………………………………………………… Date …………………… 

All information is strictly confidential  


